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Abstract
Current generative-based dialogue systems are data-hungry and
fail to adapt to new unseen domains when only a small amount
of target data is available. Additionally, in real-world applica-
tions, most domains are underrepresented, so there is a need
to create a system capable of generalizing to these domains
using minimal data. In this paper, we propose a method that
adapts to unseen domains by combining both transfer and meta-
learning (DATML). DATML improves the previous state-of-
the-art dialogue model, DiKTNet, by introducing a different
learning technique: meta-learning. We use Reptile, a first-order
optimization-based meta-learning algorithm as our improved
training method. We evaluated our model on the MultiWOZ
dataset and outperformed DiKTNet in both BLEU and Entity
F1 scores when the same amount of data is available.
Index Terms: dialogue systems, domain adaptation, transfer-
learning, meta-learning

1. Introduction
With the appearance of chatbots like Siri and Alexa capable
of having fluent and consistent conversations, dialogue systems
have become very popular these days. Additionally, the emer-
gence of deep learning techniques in natural language process-
ing contributes to this popularity and various new models were
created in order to surpass previous rule-based models. How-
ever, these generative-based models are data-hungry, they need
large amounts of training data in order to obtain good results,
they produce dull responses and fail to adapt to new unseen do-
mains when only a few examples of data are available. Besides,
in real-world applications, most domains are underrepresented,
so there is a need to create a model capable of generalizing to
these domains using the minimum amount of data available.

In this paper, we study the importance of generalizing to
unseen domains using minimal data and aim to design a novel
model to surpass this problem. We believe that for successful
adaptation to new domains, two key features are essential for
improving the overall performance of a dialogue system: bet-
ter representation learning and better learning techniques. Fol-
lowing this belief, we are concerned with the exploration of a
method able to learn a more general dialogue representation
from a large data-source and able to incorporate this informa-
tion into a dialogue system.

We follow this reasoning and introduce Domain Adapta-
tion using Transfer and Meta-Learning (DATML), a model that
combines both transfer-learning with meta-learning for the pur-
pose of adapting to unseen domains. Our model builds upon the
approach from Dialogue Knowledge Transfer Network (DiK-
TNet) [1] by enhancing its learning method while keeping the
strong representation learning present in both ELMo [2] contex-
tual embeddings and latent representations. For that, we divide
the training method into three training stages: a pre-training
phase where some latent representations are leveraged from a

domain-agnostic dataset; instead of performing joint training
as in original work, we divide this stage into source training
with all data except dialogues from the target domain and fine-
tuning using few examples from the target domain. We incor-
porate meta-learning in source training as this method proved
to be promising at capturing domain-agnostic dialogue rep-
resentations [3]. However, instead of using Model-Agnostic
Metal-Learning (MAML) [4] algorithm, we use a first-order
optimization-based method, Reptile [5], which has shown to
achieve similar or even better results than MAML for low-
resource NLU tasks while being more lightweight in terms of
memory consumption [6].

We evaluate our model on the MultiWOZ dataset [7] and
compare our approach with both Zero-Shot Dialog Generation
(ZSDG) [8] and current state-of-the-art model in few-shot dia-
logue generation, DiKTNet. As the code for both baselines is
openly available online, we adapt and evaluate their implemen-
tations on the MultiWOZ corpus. Our model outperforms both
ZSDG and DiKTNet when the same amount of data is available.
Furthermore, DATML achieves superior performance with 3%
of available target data in comparison to DiKTNet with 10%,
which shows that DATML surpasses DiKTNet in terms of both
performance and data efficiency.

2. Related Work
The reduced amount of available data has always been a prob-
lem in domain adaptation tasks. Methods as meta-learning [4],
transfer-learning [9, 10, 11] and few-shot learning [12, 13, 14]
were introduced to solve this problem in machine learning.
However, there were only a few attempts to solve the problem
of domain adaptation in end-to-end dialogue systems.

Perhaps, one of the first studies to pursue this direction was
the work from ZSDG [8], where authors performed zero-shot
dialogue generation using minimal data in the form of seed re-
sponses. The model is described as ”zero-shot” and does not
use complete dialogues, however, the model still depends on
human annotated data. Although this approach seems promis-
ing, ZSDG relies on these annotations for seed responses, and in
the real-world scenario, if collecting data for underrepresented
domains is already difficult enough, access to annotated data
becomes infeasible.

More recent studies attempt to perform domain adaption
without the need of human annotated data and adopt the meth-
ods presented above: Domain Adaptive Dialog Generation via
Meta-Learning (DAML) [3] incorporates meta-learning into the
sequicity [15] model to train a dialogue system able to general-
ize to unseen domains. This approach seems promising, yet
DAML was evaluated on a synthetic dataset. DiKTNet [1] ap-
plies transfer learning by leveraging general latent representa-
tions from a large data-source and incorporating them into a
Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder-Decoder (HRED). We will de-
scribe this model in detail in the following sections as it repre-
sents a key feature for our solution.



3. Base Model
As mentioned in the previous section, our base model is the
work from DiKTNet [1]. The basic idea in DiKTNet is learning
reusable latent representations from a domain-agnostic dataset
and incorporate that knowledge when training using minimal
data from the target domains. DiKTNet’s base model is the
same from ZSDG, a HRED with an attention-based copying
mechanism.

More formally, the base model’s HRED F is optimized ac-
cording to the following loss function:

LHRED = log pFd(xsys|Fe(c,xusr)), (1)
where xusr is the user’s request and xsys is the system’s re-
spective response.

Although each domain has its specific dialogue structure,
every domain still shares a general representation. Thus, the
authors consider the Latent Action Encoder-Decoder (LAED)
framework [16]. LAED is, in essence, a Variational Auto-
Encoder (VAE) representation method that allows discovering
interpretable and meaningful representations of utterances into
discrete latent variables. LAED introduces a recognition net-
workR that maps an utterance to a latent variable z and a gener-
ation network G that will be used to train z’s representation. The
goal is to represent the latent variable z independently of the
context c, so it can capture general dialogue semantics. LAED
is a HRED model and the authors have introduced two versions
of the model: Discrete Information Variational Auto-Encoder
(DI-VAE) and Discrete Information Variational Skip-Thought
(DI-VST).

DI-VAE works as a typical VAE by reconstructing the input
x and minimizing the error between the generated and the orig-
inal data. The loss function that optimizes the VAE model can
be described as:

LDI−V AE = EqR(z|x)p(x)[log pG(x|z)]
−KL(q(z) ‖ p(z)),

(2)

where p(z) and q(z) are, respectively, the prior and posterior
distributions of z.

DI-VAE model aims to capture utterance representations by
reconstructing each word of the utterance. However, it is also
possible to capture the meaning by inferring from the surround-
ing context, as dialogue meaning is very context-dependent.
With this, the authors propose another version, the DI-VST,
which is inspired by the Skip-Thought representation [17]. DI-
VST uses the same recognition network from DI-VAE to output
the posterior distribution q(z), however, two generators are now
used to predict both previous xp and following xn utterances.
The loss function that optimizes DI-VST can now be described
as:

LDI−V ST = EqR(z|x)p(x)[log p
n
G(xn|z) log ppG(xp|z)]

−KL(q(z) ‖ p(z)).
(3)

DiKTNet learns this domain-agnostic representation from a
large data-source and uses LAED models to perform this task.
DiKTNet uses the DI-VAE model to obtain a latent represen-
tation of the user’s request zusr = DI-VAE(xusr). As for the
system’s response, the model also wants to predict a latent rep-
resentation zsys. In order to achieve that, DiKTNet uses the DI-
VST model together with a context-aware hierarchical encoder-
decoder that takes as input the user’s request xusr and the con-
text c. This encoder-decoder is different from the DI-VST for

the reason that this new model, instead of predicting the previ-
ous and the following utterances, is interested in only predicting
the following utterance that, in fact, is the system’s response.
The authors argue that DI-VAE captures the user utterance rep-
resentation and that DI-VST predicts the system’s action. When
training with minimal data from the target domain, and after
learning the latent representations zusr and zsys, these vari-
ables are incorporated into the HRED F by an updated version
of the loss function from equation 1:

LHRED = Ep(xusr,c)p(zusr,xusr)p(zsys|xusr,c)

[log pFd(xsys|{Fe(c,xusr), zusr, zsys})],
(4)

where { } is the concatenation operator. With this, we ensure
that the decoder is conditioned on the latent representations in-
ferred in the pre-training phase and can now fine-tune in the
target domain by taking into account that domain-agnostic rep-
resentations. DiKTNet is also augmented with ELMo’s [2] deep
contextualized representations as word embeddings.

Instead of performing joint training as in original work, we
first train the model with only source domains and then fine-
tune it using a few example dialogues from the target domain.
Below, we present how we enhanced our base model’s perfor-
mance using an improved training strategy.

4. Meta-learning
As we referenced in section 1, better training techniques im-
prove the overall system’s performance when adapting to new
unseen domains using minimal data. In the following sections,
we present our chosen meta-learning algorithm and describe
how we adapted this algorithm into our base model.

4.1. Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning

In section 2, we described DAML [3] which incorporates
the MAML [4] algorithm into the sequicity model. This
optimization-based meta-learning technique aims to learn a
good initialization for the model on source domains that can
be efficiently adapted to target domains using minimum fine-
tuning.

More formally, in each iteration of MAML, two batches
of the training corpus are sampled from a source domain d: Dds
andDdq which are named, respectively, the source and the query
set. Instead of calculating the gradient step and updating the
model, in each episode, low-resource fine-tuning is simulated:
the model’s parameters θ are preserved and for each domain
d in source domains, new temporary parameters are calculated
according to:

θd = θ − β∇θL(θ,Dds ), (5)

where β is the inner learning rate. We could update the model’s
original parameters with the sum of the losses from all source
domains, however, we choose to update the parameters after
each domain iteration as this method performs better as pre-
sented by [18].

After each episode, the model’s parameters are updated us-
ing the temporary ones calculated in equation 5:

θ = θ − α∇θL(θd,Ddq ), (6)

where α is the outer learning rate. As our model incorporates
both context and knowledge-base information for each dialogue
and as MAML also consumes too much memory, we instead



adopt a lightweight version of the MAML algorithm that we
describe below.

4.2. Reptile

Reptile [5] algorithm is a first-order meta-learning algorithm
where instead of sampling two source and query sets, k > 1
batches are retrieved for each domain Dd = (Dd1 , ...,Ddk) and
used to create the temporary model’s parameters. The loss for
the temporary model is calculated using Adam [19] optimizer
according to:

θd = Adamk(θ,Dd, β), (7)

where β is the inner learning rate and k is the number of updates
in Dd. After each episode, the model’s original parameters are
updated using the ones calculated in equation 7:

θ = θ + α(θd − θ), (8)

where α is the outer learning rate. Reptile is shown in [5] to
produce equivalent or even better updates than MAML while
consuming lower memory.

4.3. DATML

Our final model, DATML, is an adaptation of the architecture of
DiKTNet with a modified training technique, while maintain-
ing the strong representation learning. Instead of two training
stages as in original work, we split joint training into source
training and fine-tuning:

1. Pre-training: we maintain the first phase, where we
learn the latent general representations for each turn us-
ing DI-VAE and DI-VST models.

2. Source training: in this phase, we exclude all data from
the target domain and improve the training method by
employing the Reptile meta-learning algorithm.

3. Fine-tuning: finally, we fine-tune the model using only
a few example dialogues from the target domain.

5. Experiments
In this section, we describe how we evaluated both ZSDG and
DiKTNet baselines and DATML. We also analyze and suggest
possible limitations of our approach.

5.1. Datasets

Table 1: Excluded domains from MetalWOZ for each target do-
main on MultiWOZ dataset.

MultiWOZ MetalWOZ
hotel HOTEL RESERVE

restaurant
MAKE RESTAURANT RESERVATIONS
RESTAURANT PICKER

attraction EVENT RESERVE

The dataset used to obtain the latent actions for DiKTNet
and DATML was the MetalWOZ dataset. MetalWOZ [20] is
a dataset specifically constructed for the task of generalizing
to unseen domains and is designed to help developing meta-
learning models. This dataset contains about 37k task-oriented
dialogues in 47 domains, such as schedules, apartment search,

alarm setting, and banking. The data was collected in a Wizard-
of-Oz fashion where a person acted like a robot/system and an-
other acted as the user.

Both baselines and our approach were evaluated on Mul-
tiWOZ corpus. Multi-Domain Wizard-of-Oz dataset [7] is a
large-scale multi-domain corpus containing human-to-human
conversations with rich semantic labels (dialogue acts and
domain-specific slot-values) from various domains and topics,
and, like MetalWOZ, was collected in a Wizard-of-Oz fashion.

5.2. Experimental Setup

In order to evaluate our model in a low-resource scenario, we
choose the three most represented domains from MultiWOZ:
hotel, restaurant and attraction, where each contains more than
1500 dialogues. In the pre-training stage, we choose to learn the
latent representations on MetalWOZ dataset as it is a domain-
agnostic corpus introduced specifically for learning general rep-
resentations. In order to make the evaluation as fair as possible,
we exclude all dialogues from domains that could relate with the
target domain. In table 1, we present the excluded domains from
MetalWOZ dataset for each target domain from MultiWOZ.

We train both DI-VAE and DI-VST based LAED with y
size of 10 and k size of 5, where y represents the number of
latent variables and k the number of possible discrete values for
each variable. Adam optimizer is used with a learning rate of
10−3 and Dropout (p = 0.3) [21]. Both models’ RNNs have
hidden size of 512 and embedding size of 200 and were trained
for 50 epochs, using early stopping if the validation accuracy
does not improve on half of already completed epochs.

For source training, we train DATML on MultiWOZ dataset
and exclude all dialogues from the target domains. When fine-
tuning to target domains, we use low resource data that varies
from 1% to 10% by following [1] approach. We use the same
hidden size for the model’s encoder and decoder as in pre-
training phase. We also use Dropout (p = 0.3). For Reptile,
we use a k size of 5 and train the model for 4000 episodes. The
inner and outer learning rates are 10−3 and 10−1, respectively.

For ZSDG, we followed the original author’s [8] setting and
used 150 seed responses for each domain. We use the same
hidden size, learning rate and Dropout from DATML for both
baseline models.

In order to fairly compare our model with state-of-the-art
DiKTNet, we choose the same domain target data for both mod-
els by setting the random seed to 271, with no particular reason
for selecting that number.

5.3. Metrics

We follow the work from DiKTNet [1] and ZSDG [8] and report
BLEU and Entity F1 for each domain.

6. Results and Discussion
Table 2 shows results on MultiWOZ dataset. As observed in
bold values, DATML outperforms both baselines ZSDG and
DiKTNet in all low-resource scenarios.

We investigate how the use of different amounts of target
domain data has an impact in the system’s performance. Ta-
ble 2 shows that our model’s performance correlates with the
amount of available data from the unseen domain. Figures 1
and 2 reveal that correlation for the restaurant domain and com-
pare DiKTNet and DATML in terms of data usage. While small
improvements can be observed when only 1% of target domain
data is available, for each domain DATML achieves better re-



Table 2: Results on MultiWOZ dataset.

Domain hotel restaurant attraction

Model BLEU % Entity F1 % BLEU % Entity F1 % BLEU % Entity F1 %

ZSDG 5.0 8.0 4.7 14.3 6.0 16.0

DiKTNet - 1% 10.7 17.3 12.4 17.5 10.2 18.6

DiKTNet - 3% 11.4 18.2 13.4 26.0 12.4 20.6

DiKTNet - 5% 11.6 17.6 16.6 25.7 12.0 27.1

DiKTNet - 10% 13.1 16.8 16.9 28.2 12.3 27.4

DATML - 1% 10.9 18.0 14.1 24.0 11.0 23.4

DATML - 3% 13.0 23.1 16.7 28.4 14.1 28.6

DATML - 5% 14.1 25.3 17.8 30.0 15.0 31.2

DATML - 10% 14.2 26.3 18.3 32.9 15.4 32.2

Figure 1: BLEU score for different amounts of target data in the
restaurant domain.

sults with 3% of target data in all metrics in comparison to
DiKTNet with 10% of available target data. This shows that
DATML outperforms DiKTNet in terms of both performance
and data efficiency.

Table 2 also confirms that DiKTNet and DATML outper-
form ZSDG while using no annotated data and thus discard-
ing human effort in annotating dialogues. This confirms that
DATML achieves state-of-the-art results in data-efficiency and
that is most suitable for real-world applications, as in underrep-
resented domains the amount of annotated data is almost nonex-
istent.

The results demonstrate that using optimization-based
meta-learning improves the overall model’s performance, and
validate our initial idea that better learning techniques are a key
feature when adapting to unseen domains using minimal data.
Although our results seem promising and DATML outperforms
previous state-of-the-art DiKTNet, these low scores are far from
being sufficient for real-world applications, and more work is
essential to surpass the problem of data scarcity in dialogue sys-
tems.

7. Conclusions
Domain adaptation in dialogue systems is extremely important
as most domains are underrepresented. We proposed a model
that improves previous state-of-the-art method by enhancing the
training method. However, the evaluation results indicate that

Figure 2: Entity F1 score for different amounts of target data in
the restaurant domain.

our model is far from being suited for real-world applications
and show that this field requires more study. Future work in-
cludes improving the latent representations’ retrieval and inte-
gration into our model.
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